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● Our backgrounds and inspirations

● Our project

● Design your own activity

Overview



Setting



Background



Background

“Education either functions as an instrument which is used to 
facilitate integration of the younger generation into the logic of 
the present system and bring about conformity or it becomes 
the practice of freedom, the means by which men and women 
deal critically and creatively with reality and discover how to 
participate in the transformation of their world.”



Background



Background

“Most of my professors were not the slightest bit interested 
in enlightenment. More than anything they seemed 
enthralled by the exercise of power and authority within 
their mini-kingdom, the classroom...I had never wanted to 
surrender the conviction that one could teach without 
reinforcing existing systems of domination.”



Background



Background

“Ours is a profession that often splits working and thinking 
in two—theorizing goes on in LIS doctoral programs while 
front-line librarians concern themselves with ‘best practices’ 
at the service desk...Would ideas that didn’t always lead 
directly to outcomes find a home in our profession?”



Background



Background

The “classroom as a collaborative, democratic, 
transformative site; consciousness raising about sexism 
and oppression; and the value of personal testimony 
and lived experience as valid ways of knowing.” 



The ACRL Framework



The ACRL Framework



● How is it used by the instructor?

● How is the authority of students ignored or 
undermined? 

● What steps can we as library instructors take to 
promote student authority and empowerment?

Authority in the library classroom





Objectives

1. Student/teacher analysis of authority’s construction 
within the classroom

2. Student reflections on authority in a variety of 
common research sources



Context

● Mid-sized university in NYC

● Undergraduate students in Core 
Seminar classes
○ Mandatory interdisciplinary course
○ Primarily first and second years

● Classes visit library twice 



Session #1

● Divide students into groups of 2-4 people

● Assign each group an information source
○ Wikipedia
○ Google
○ Library catalog
○ Library database



Session #1

● Group answers questions about source
○ Identify author(s)
○ Pros and cons of using source
○ Viability as a reference

● Group presents findings to classmates



Session #1: Worksheet 



Session #1: Worksheet 



Session #1: Activity Questions

● Please write down the author(s) and title of your 
source.

● Who wrote or contributed to this source? How can 
you tell?

● How might this particular source be useful to you? 
What are its disadvantages?



Session #1: Sample Student Answer

Source: Wikipedia article on cyberbullying

“It pertains to my topic but it’s not reliable 
since anyone could have contributed.”

“Anyone could have contributed.”

“It helps people gain knowledge, but there’s no way 
of verifying the info because there’s no author.”



Session #1: Goals

● Students work together to critically evaluate 
information sources
○ Google and Wikipedia included to reflect 

everyday reality

● Instructor teaches about authority, not serves as 
one



Interim

● Students complete online survey between first 
and second session



“I remember…”

● “How to cite my work properly”

● “Google search is too broad”

● “To put keywords into the databases”



“My question is…”

● “What websites are acceptable to use on my paper?”

● “What sources are valid sources? Where can I find 
more valid sources?”

● “How can I effectively use the library to obtain all 
that information?”



Session #2

● Address student questions and interests 

● Students find and cite an article

● Students explain if article is trustworthy 

● Students reflect on publishing qualifications
○ Included vs. excluded voices



Session #2: Worksheet



Session #2: Worksheet



Session #2: Activity Questions

● Find one article relevant to your paper topic. Please email the 
article to yourself and to me.

● Using APA or MLA style, write down the citation for the article 
you found.

● Do you think this is a trustworthy source? Why or why not?

● Who can publish on this specific topic? Whose voice might be 
included or excluded?



Session #2: Sample Student Answer

Topic: Human trafficking in the United States

“The people who post on it have a certain 
education...it has citations and references.”

“Teachers and highly educated people [can publish on this 
topic]. Professor voices may be included and student voices 
excluded. Only people with a PhD or similar can publish.”



Session #2: Goals

● Students see themselves as 
information creators in 
addition to consumers

● Students will learn about 
and critique the power 
dynamics present in 
research and publishing



Future Directions

● Conduct a content analysis of student answer sheets

● Incorporate other frames into format
○ Scholarship as Conversation

● Pair students up for second class activity

● Recruit colleagues to teach with this method



Activity

● Design an activity, assignment or approach to 
teaching source evaluation

● Share your activity at the session’s conclusion
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